Campus Safety Department Crime Alert:


Incident Information:  On March 10, 2015 at 2:00 am, several cars in the Rho/Tau and Knollcrest East Parking lots (lots 19 and 20) were entered and property was stolen. It appears all of the victims had left cars unlocked and the suspects had gone from car to car looking for the unlocked car doors.

Suspect Information: (Suspect #1) Unknown male, wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt, blue jeans, and white gloves.  
(Suspect #2) Unknown male, wearing a red jacket with a black hood, blue jeans, and white gloves.  
(Suspect #3) Unknown male, wearing a black jacket with white and red writing on the back, black hat, blue jeans, and white gloves.

Recommendation:  
- Lock your car whenever it is unattended, both on and off campus.  
- Do not leave valuable property, such as iPods, purses, cellular phones, computers, money or expensive clothing in plain sight. Lock valuables in the trunk of the vehicle or take them with you.  
- If you have expensive equipment in your car, consider investing in a car alarm.  
- Record the brand, model numbers and serial numbers of all aftermarket electronic equipment installed in your car. In the event of a theft, provide the information to the police and/or Campus Safety.  
- Any suspicious persons or behavior should be reported to the Campus Safety Department at 526-6452 immediately. If you wish to report suspicious activity by an individual and want to remain anonymous, you can contact Silent Observer at 774-2345 or by e-mail at http://www.silentobserver.org/ or by texting to CRIMES (274637). Include the keyword Tip138 in the message.